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ABSTRACT: A zeroth order theory of circular dichroism has been reviewed, which
was previously developed for a linear alternating array or a two-fold helix of chromo-
phores, and it has been further extended to the first order approximation for a system,
in which each chromophore has only two excited states with mutually parallel polariza-
tions. These theories are applied to circular dichroism associated with the visible and
the near ultraviolet transitions of the acridine orange-p-form poly(S-carboxymethyl-r-
cysteine) complex. Results predicted by the zeroth order theory are confirmed in this
system. Essentially two exciton levels of each excited state are optically active, and
they have rotatory strengths of equal magnitude but of opposite signs. Circular
dichroism calculated to the first order is compared with the observed one, and it is
shown that, on the average, up to eight acridine orange molecules can stack together
to form a linear alternating array. Assumptions inherent in the theory and in its ap-
plication to the present system are discussed.

KEY WORDS Acridine Orange / p-Form Poly(S-carboxymethyl-r-
cysteine) | Linear Alternating Array I Circular Dichroism / Ellipti-
city Band I Electrically Allowed Transition /

Recently,l we have reported that a symmetric
dye, acridine orange, acquires optical activity
when it is mixed with p-form poly(S-carboxy-
methyl-r-cysteine) in solution, at high polymer
residue-to-dye mixing ratios, and presented a
possible model for the optically active aggregates
of the dye formed on the p-form polypeptide
chain. The model consists of a linear alternat-
ing stack of dimeric dye molecules, to which
our previous treatment of conservative optical
activity' can be readily applied. We could
explain the number and sign of observed
etlipticity bands by simple inspection of this
model.r

In the present paper we will describe in some
detail the calculation of the induced optical ac-
tivity of acridine orange-p-form poly(^S-carboxy-
methyl-r-cysteine) complex, based on the previ-
ous theory2 and its extension, by assuming a
possible geometry for the model. Calculations
are first carried out to the zeroth order ap-
proximation of wave functions, which lead to
characteristically paired ellipticity bands in circu-
lar dichroism spectra, and then they are fur-
ther refined to the first order approximation, in

order to explain their nonconservative nature.

MODEL FOR THE DYE-POLYMER COMPLEX

The model which we have proposed for the
compiex of acridine orange with p-form poly-
(,5-carboxyrnethyl-i--cysteine) is schematically
drawn in Figure l. It was deduced from the
absorption characteristics of acridine orange to-
gether with the Pauling-Corey pleated sheet
structure of the p-form polypeptide. Acridine
orange has two strong absorption bands, one in
the visible and the other in the near ultraviolet,
both of which have polarizations along the
longer axis of dye molecular plane. Only dim-
er components of those two bands are concern-
ed with absorption and circular dichroism when
the dye is mixed with the p-form polymer.
Consequently, dimeric dye molecules are ad-
sorbed on the charged side chains of an ex-
tended polypeptide chain, forming linear stacks,
and they must be on both sides of the chain,
with the longer axis of each dye molecular plane
slightly tilted from perpendicular to the chain
direction. The direction of tilt of the plane
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Figure 1. Model proposed for the complex of
acridine dye formed with p-form poly (S-carboxy-
methyl-r"-cysteine): uPper, top view of a B-sheet;
lower, side view of a B-sheet. The pleated sheet
structure of polypeptide is assumed to be of anti-
parallel chains type.

and the interaction potential among adsorbed

dye molecules determine the sign of induced
ellipticity bands.

THEORY OF CIRCULAR DICHROISM

We will briefly review our Previous treatment

of conservative circular dichroism for a linear

alternating array of .lI chromophores,2 and then

extend it for a system with particular electronic

properties, to introduce nonconservative nature

into the spectra.
For an electrically allowed transition, 0-E,

each of the chromophores forming a linear al-

ternating stack is fixed at a distance, a, from
the center line of the array and has ? transition

electric dipole momeul, pys., with tangential,

parallel and radial components, Itoe,t, ltoe,l a-nd

loe,r, respectively. Here the directions of those

components are taken along the chain direction
(//) common to all chromophores, toward the

3A

chromophore position form the center line (r),
and perpendicular to both (t), in such a way
that they (t, ll, r) f@n a right-handed xlz co'
ordinate system at each chromophore. The
directions, t and r, depend on the position, ft,
numbered along the chain, or whether k is even
or odd.

Rotatory strength for the K-th exciton level
of an excited state, E, of the array is given by

. \ ' f f

RsK:(2vvssf c)( E E' C gC7.6)ctpoe; fue, rt ( 1 )
i;ti!t!"

where c is the velocity of light and voo is the
excitation frequency of a chromophore in the
static field of the rest of the array. The fre-
quency of transition to the K-th level is related
to the unperturbed frequency, ,uo, bY

vEK- vlo+ E;Kfh (2)

where h is Planck's constant. The perturbation
energy, Eir, can be determir-red by a secular
equation and is also exPressed bY

.  N rV.

ELx: Z l '  Cp.yC7uyVps",1n"
k:r  L+k

(3)

The interaction potential, Vpo", ro", between

electric dipoles of the k-th and /-th chromo-

phores, both for the transition 0-e, can be re-

presented by the dipole approximation:

V oo.. ro.: 1 p\., tr t (- l)o* t pl., t

3 l  -2 l l  -  ( -  l )knt la 'p10". ,+11- k72b'p3..r i \
z l , l - ( - l )k ' t la '+( l -k)"b" )

I {2ll - ( - Dh 
+ t 

la2 + (l - k)'z b2 }3 
/ 2 (4)

where poe,r:^/6.,r+3; and 6 is the repeat

distance of chromophores along tho center line.

The exciton coefficients, C1"Bs1 ca,rL be deter-
mined by a set of equations

JV

i  C u"*(Voo",ro.-  6 1o 1E!6):o,

l :L,2,  . . . ,  N (5)

and
l/

lC1r.sC6y:6p,7 (6)

where dp,; is I for k:l and 0 fot k+l'

If the shape of a circular dichroic band as-

sociated with the K-th level is represented by
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f (v-ved, the molar ellipticity Per chromophore
arising from the excited state, E, can be ex-
pressed by

l0fn:(48r2Nr,thctl)v-i-Rs6f(v-vnx) ( 7 )

at a frequency, r'l, where Na is Avogadro's
number. For a linear alternating stack, only
two exciton levels, polarized parallel and per-
pendicularly, have large rotatory strengths of

equal magnitude but of opposite signs, and,
therefore, eq 7 can be approximated by

l?ln: (48z2 N a I hc N )v{R6 n f @ - v n rt)

aRBl/(u-uur)) ( 8 )

with RB4:-R61. Alternatively eq 7 can be
approximated by

[ 01 E- (487T2 NLt hcNl vl ( f nu*) f ( '  - '  
"o)'  lx : t

nr'
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where

X (vnr-uno)Rnr

:(2ttvnolhc)apoe,t l toe,r f  f ' ro*,^" (10)

fTl,'"11
The total rotatory strength associated with an

excited state, A, arises mainly from the inter-
actions of a chromophore excited to the state,
a, with the other chromophores excited to the
other states, b, and this was calculated by
Tinoco.3 For an electrically allowed transition,
0-A, Tinoco's equation may be simplifled as

N )-  N /V,

X Rer:
ja: r  nC b+a DBO-DAO k:L l+h

' l {nouXPr.oaf)Vno,, too ( l l )

where R1-Ryo is the vector from the ft-th to

/-th chromophore. If only two excited states,

A and a particular B, are taken into account

that have an identical polarization direction,
eq 11 reduces to a form independent of the
nature of approximation for interaction. In the

dipole approximation, the interaction potential,

Voor,tor, has a form identical with eq 4, except

for po&,dp'b,d in place of13",a, where d:(t,)//or
r, and fot poa,t,ltob,t* poa,,por," in place of
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pBe,L. Then eq ll is exPressed bY
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and the two transitions, 0-A and 0-B, form
a conservative pair of total rotatory strengths:

NN

X Rrr* | ,Rs6:0
K:l  

^=l

(13)

Spectral shape may be represented by a
Gaussian function with a half-width, @n:

f(v-vafl:(t l@8.\/;) exp [-(u-rn d'zl@3] 04)

PARAMETERS FOR CALCULATION

Dimeric molecules of adsorbed dye were as-
sumed to be of antiparallel type such as Zanker
suggested,a and each of these was considered
here as a chromophore. Since the observed
molar extinction coefficient and molar ellipticity
are based on the mole of monomeric dye but
the theoretical equations are derived on the
basis of mole of chromophore, i.e., of dimeric
dye here, the calculated values must be divided
by 2 to be compared with those observed.

Distances of the acridine orange chromophores
from the center line, o, wete assumed to be
6.00 A, and the repeat distance of chromophores
along the center line, b, was taken as 3.50 A
to reconcile with the Pauling-Corey pleated
sheet structures. The radial direction would
not be very different from being perpendicular
to the p-sheet, owing to the steric hindrance of
bound dye with the p-sheet. The longer axis
of each adsorbed dye molecule, i.e., its transi-
tion electric moment, was put perpendicular to
the radial direction, that is, parallel to the plane
of the pleated sheet (p6",":0), and its angle of tilt
(cos-t (po",r7lpo"l)) from perpendicular to the
chain direction was fixed at 10', in such a way that

Poe,r\oe,tt>0, that is, the locus of extension of
transition dipole vectors along the surface of
the circumscribed cylinder forms a right-handed
helix. The direction of tilt would be deter-
mined by the configuration of side chains of
the p-form polypeptide. Since a26, the second
nearest neighbor interaction, Vro", rr", should be
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Table I. Electronic transitions of a bound
dimer of acridine orange
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Figure 2. Observed absorption spectra of acridine
orange: tDl:5.0xlo-'M and pH 4.3 to 7.0;
-.-.-, free; -, bound to poly(S-carboxymethyl-
r-cysteine) at [P]/[D] 167 (obtained by correcting
for polymer absorption in the ultraviolet region);
----, Assumed band shape for bound dimeric dye.

the strongest in this system, which is another

extreme case different from that previously

l.reated.z The interactions between the chromo-

phores on the opposite sides of a sheet, r.e.,

for odd ft+/ values are clearly negative in the

assumed model.
Figure 2 shows the absorption spectra of ac-

ridine orange bound to the p-form Polymer,
which are independent of polymer conforma'

tion, eithor p-form or random coil, as well as of

polymer-to-dye mixing molar ratio, [P]/[D]' larger

than about 10. Both visible (0-a) and near

ultraviolet (0-b) transitions of the dye have a

common polarization direction,a'6 and, there-

fore, their dimeric components of bound dye

are also polarized in an identical direction. By

extracting those components from each band of

the absorption sPectrum (for the random coil

system), as shown in Figure 2, magnitudes of

electric moment for both transitions were

graphically estimated bY

I poe12:z(6sos hclstf N^) [ eo/o)uo (15)
JE

where i is the wave number and ep is the

molar extinction coefficient of bound dye, which

was obtained from the observed spectrum, by

correcting for the polymer absorption in the

ultraviolet region. The factor 2 was introduced
for conversion from monomer to dimer basis'

3M

Mixing of small parallel comPonents was ignored-
The half-widlh, @a, was obtained from wave
numbers at lle of each peak height. Electro-
nic properties of the chromophore thus obtain-
ed are listed in Table I.

Calculations were performed on the Facom
230-60 of the Kyoto and Nagoya Universities,
and the average number of chromophores form-
ing a sequence of alternating stack, N, was
varied from 2 to t0.

RESULTS

As was predicted previously,2 zeroth order

rotatory strengths calculated by 
"q 

t have

significant magnitudes only at two exciton levels

for each transition, and all the other levels are

substantially optically inactive, less than lllO in

magnitude of the two. The two optically active

levels are polarized parallel and perpendicularly,
respectively. Table II gives calculated location
and magnitude of the two rotatory strengths.

The perpendicularly polarized level is at the

shortest wavelength and has a negative rotatory

strength, while the parallel polarized level is at

Table II. Zercth order spectral strengths
associated with the two exciton levels'

(A) Yisible transition (0-A)
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(B) Ultraviolet transition (0-B) First order calculations were carried out by
means of eq 9. The total rotatory oscillator
strength term, given by eq 10, determines the
sign and occurrence of characteristic paired el-
lipticity bands, and the total rotatory strength,
eq 12, confers a nonconservative contribution
on those bands. Calculated values for those
two strengths are given in Table III. The total
rotatory oscillator strength term is negative, and,
therefore, a positive ellipticity band occurs at
the longer wavelength side at each transition
and a negative band at the shorter wavelength
side. Total rotatory strength is positive for the
visible (0-A) transition, and, as required by
eq 13, it is negative for the near ultraviolet (0-
B) transition. Both total rotatory and rotatory
oscillator strengths increase in magnitude with
number of chromophores in a sequence, sug-
gesting a dependence of the resulting circular
dichroism spectra.

Molar ellipticity, based on the mole of mono-
meric dye, was calculated by eq 9, assuming a
spectral shape given by eq 14, with the observ-
ed half-width. Figure 3 shows calculated cir-
cular dichroism spectra for different numbers of
chromophores in a seguence.

The calculated spectra can be compared with
those observed for acridine orange bound to the
polymer at the most acid ptrI, where the poly-
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" Dipole strength per chromophore, see eq 29 of
ref 2.

Table III. Total spectral strength associated
with each transition
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(B) Ultraviolet transition (0-B)

the second shortest wavelength and has a posi-
tive rotatory strength of equal magnitude. All
the other exciton levels are at longer wave-
lengths. The magnitude of the two rotatory
strengths hardly depends on the number of
chromophores in a sequence, but their location
does depend on it.
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Figure 3. Calculated circular dichroism of acri-
dine orange bound tooF-form poly(S-carboxy-
methyl-r,-cysteine); a, 6.{0' A; tilt angle, 10".
Figures represent the number of dimeric dye
molecules in a linear alternating array.
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mer would have the p-structure in solution.
Figure 4 illustrates the spectrum calculated for
the number of chromophores in a sequence, 4,
and that observed for the complex of [P]/[D]:
167 at pH 4.37. Tho agreement is rather
good at least, in the visible region. This
suggests that optically active aggregates, each
composing of, on the average, up to eight
dye molecules in a sequence, are formed on the
p-form polypeptide and circular dichroism is
induced. That is, two dimer molecules of ac-
ridine orange can stack at each side of a poly-
peptide chain. Binding of dye to the opposite
side of a stack could be caused by the tenden-
cy for an even distribution of charged sites
over a polypeptide chain or a pleated sheet.
Discrepancies seen at the ultraviolet bands can
be ascribed to the electronic coupling of the
ultraviolet transition with the other ultraviolet
transitions, which was ignored in eq 12 and
were considered to have only a small effect on
the visible transition.

fn a recent work.6 we have observed that two
diaminoacridines, proflavine and acridine yel-
low, are also induced circular dichroism when
they are bound to p-form poly(S-carboxymethyl-
r,-cysteine). Sign and relative location ofobserv-
ed ellipticity bands for those two systems are
common to those for the acridine orange system,
and consequently, the model for the complex
and the mechanism for induction of the circular
dichroism should be similar. Ffowever, magni-

4@

,\ (mp)

Figure 4. Comparison of observed circular dichro-
ism with calculated circular dichroism: -, otr,
served for a complex of IPI/[D] 1.67 at pH 4.37;
----, calculated for a complex with N:4.
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tude of ellipticity band relative to molar extinc-
tion coefficient was found to be smaller in the
two diaminoacridine systems than in the acri-
dine orange system. For example, values of

I0o(v*)lleoQ4s) with r'6* for the observed fre-
quency of positive ellipticity band were in the
ratio, 9:1:3 for acridine orange, proflavine and
acridine yellow systems. As compared with the
rrtmber'4, obtained for the acridine orange
system, the average number of dimeric dye in
a sequence should be less rhan 2 for the two
diaminoacridine systems, that is, many of pro-
flavine and acridine yellow dimers are bound to
the polymer in an isolated form and are es-
sentially optically inactive.6

DISCUSSION

We will now discuss some assumptions in-
herent to the previous calculations. First, the
magnetic nooment terms were all ignorod in the
expressions for rotatory strength, as the two
transitions in question were electrically allowed
and sufficiently strong. Acridine orange is cer-
tainly bound even to random coil poly(,S-car-
boxymethyl-r,-cysteine), as exhibited in the ob-
served absorption spectra, independent of pH,
and as expected from higher ionization of the
polymer, but it remains optically inactive. This
means that no optically active aggregates of
bound dye is formed but dimeric dye molecules
are bound randomly and separately on a random-
ly coiled polypeptide. The asymmetric potential
acting on each chromophore, exerted by the
other dye and peptide groups, would be so

@6Q on the randomly coiled polypeptide that
the one-electron rotatory power of those isolated
bound dyes would be small. Ilowever, each
chromophore in a linear stack of dye should be
exerted a stronger asymmetric potential of the
two-fold helix of the dye and peptide, and
its electric moment could be tilted from per-
pendicular to its magnetic moment so that the
one-electron rotatory power could be induced.
Rotatory power induced by this mechanism can
be evaluated bv the method of Schellman and
Oriel and others,t-t for example. The effect of
salt on the induced circular dichroism. as was
observed and reported previously,t would be an
indication that this mechanism is operative in
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this system, because the interaction potential
should be influenced by the surrounding ionic
atmosphere, which could alter direction of
transition electric moment.

Next, it can be seen in Figure 2 that hypo-
chromism occurs in the two absorption bands
located at 458 and 261 mp, when acridine orange
binds to the polypeptide. Ifowever, the absorp-
tion spectrum of dye bound on the randomly
coiled polypeptide is scarcely distinguishable
from that on the p-form polypeptide. Thus the
origin of the observed hypochromism cannot be
attributed to the perturbation arising from the
regular arrangement of bound dye, but the
electrostatic interactions of dye chromophore
with other dye and peptide, which have been
neglected in eq .3 but should be included in the
perturbation, -Ei6, must play a main role in
reducing absorption intensity upon binding of
dyr. Those interactions have been incorporated
into uBe in the present calculations.2

On the other hand, it cannot be observed
that there are arry changes in absorption intensity
at the two bands, when bound dye molecules
rearrange themselves from a randomly oriented
array to a linearly stacked array, according to the
conformational change of polypeptide from ran-
dom coil to B-form. If the conservation law, eq
13. were to hold for the two transitions centered
at 458 and 261 mp, a change in absorption inten-
sity at 458 mp, which, in principle, should be
present in accordance with eq 12, must be
compensated by that at 261 mp. As can be seen
in Figure 4, however, it seems unlikely that
observed circular dichroism spectra conform
witheq 13, since the ultraviolet transition appears
to be associated with a positive total rotatory
strength as is the visible transition. Thus the
excitations of chromophores at 458 and 261 mp
must have some interactions with thoso at the
other ultraviolet transitions, in addition to their
mutual interactions as considered in eq 12 and
13. Such an electronic coupling could occur
with the transitions of dye at 290 and 230 mp,
as Figure 2 shows their presence, and even
with the N-V, transition of peptide. It should
have larger influence on the transition at 261
mp, which is located closer to the interacting
transitions than that at 458 mp, and thus could

Polymer J., Vol. 4, No. 3, 1973

alter the calculated value of the total rotatory
strength associated with the former transition.

Finally, apart from the circular dichroism
calculations, it seems worthwhile to examine
how rotatory dispersion is influenced by the far
ultraviolet transitions. As is well known. molar
ellipticity, [do], can be converted into molar
rotation, [mr], by means of the Kronig-
Kramers transform

2 l*  l ' l?nl t ,
fmr]r:a 1 ': t 'u.t| '  d)"

7t Jo l -A
(16)

where 2 and l' are wavelengths. This trans-
formation has been applied for an observed
spectrum of circular dichroism given in Figure
5a, and the calculated rotatory dispersion curve
is compared with the observed curve in Figure
5b. The integration has been performed at

300 4ao 500
t r  (mp)

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. (a) Observed circular dichroism for a
complex of [P]/[D]:21 at pH 4.57. (b) Cor-
responding rotatory dispersion: -, qbserved; ----,
Kronig-Kramers transform of (a).
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2.5 mp intervals over the region from 535 to
2l0mp, but the points for ,l':.i have been
omitted. It is clear that the effect of far ultra-
violet ellipticity bands, neither observed nor
included here, is primarily to shift smooth
background rotation, but the genoral features
of the observed Cotton effects can be well re-
produced in the observed region.
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